Dyed Carnations
By Robyn Schiff
There’s blue, and then there’s blue.
A number, not a hue, this blue
is not the undertone of any one
but there it is, primary.
I held the bouquet
in shock and cut the stems at a deadly angle.
I opened the toxic sachet of ﬂower food
with my canine and rinsed my mouth.
I used to wash my hands and daydream.
I dreamed of myself and washed
my hands of everything. Easy math.
Now I can’t get their procedure
at the ﬂorist o my mind.
The white ﬂowers arrived! They overnighted
in a chemical bath
and now they have a fake laugh
that catches like a match
that starts the kind of kitchen ﬁre
that is fanned by water.
They won’t even look at me.
Happy Anniversary.
Source: Poetry (December 2014)
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More Poems about Love
Come Back
By Rocket Caleshu

I hate how I can’t keep this tremor inside, this mute
matter of being made extant, this shiver in being, in…
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That’s My Heart Right There
By Willie Perdomo

We used to say,
That’s my heart right there.…
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More Poems about Nature
How to Triumph Like a Girl
By Ada Limón

I like the lady horses best,
how they make it all look easy,…
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Sestina in Prose
By Katharine Coles

It was like climbing a mountain to those of us who’d climbed one. To the others, it was like, I
suppose, something else. In other words, we let everybody ﬁnd her own ﬁgure of speech.…
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